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--- 

- name: INCLUDE_VARS | Related to OS version 
  include_vars: "{{ ansible_distribution }}-
{{ ansible_distribution_release }}.yml" 

- name: STAT | Check if mysql exists 
  stat: 
    path: /usr/sbin/mysqld 
  register: mariadb_exists 
  changed_when: false 

- name: INCLUDE | Install 
  import_tasks: install/main.yml 
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--- 

- name: INCLUDE_VARS | Related to OS version 
  include_vars: "{{ ansible_distribution }}-
{{ ansible_distribution_release }}.yml" 

- name: STAT | Check if mysql exists 
  stat: 
    path: /usr/sbin/mysqld 
  register: mariadb_exists 
  changed_when: false 

- name: INCLUDE | Install 
  import_tasks: install/main.yml 

Configure machines 
Configure software on machines 
Configure networks of machines
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- name: Ensure postgresql is installed 
  apt: 
    name: postgresql 
    state: present

- name: Ensure postgresql is configured 
  copy: 
    src: postgresql.conf 
    dest: /etc/postgresql/11/main/

Action Arguments

Use in playbooks (client code) or roles ("libraries")
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- name: Ensure postgresql is configured 
  copy: 
    src: postgresql.conf 
    dest: '{{ config_dir }}'

# vars/main.yml 
config_dir: /etc/postgresql/11/main/
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- name: Ensure postgresql is configured 
  copy: 
    src: postgresql.conf 
    dest: '{{ config_dir }}'

# vars/main.yml 
config_dir: /etc/postgresql/11/main/ Variable

Expression
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- name: Ensure postgresql is configured 
  copy: 
    src: postgresql.conf 
    dest: '{{ config_dir }}'

# vars/main.yml 
config_dir: /etc/postgresql/11/main/

Substitute, then evaluate
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- name: Ensure postgresql is configured 
  copy: 
    src: postgresql.conf 
    dest: '{{ config_dir }}'

# vars/main.yml 
config_dir: /etc/postgresql/11/main/

Substitute, then evaluate

- name: Ensure postgresql is configured 
  copy: 
    src: postgresql.conf 
    dest: /etc/postgresql/11/main/



--- 
# Simplified content of "tasks/main.yml" 
- name: Launch instance {{ os_instance_name }} 
  os_server: 
    name: "{{ os_instance_name }}" 

- name: Associate floating IP 
  os_floating_ip: 
    server: "{{ os_instance_name }}"

Expression Evaluation: Pitfalls
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--- 
# defaults/main.yml 
os_instance_name: "os-instance-{{ 9999 | random | to_uuid }}"

RedHatGov.openstack_instance role (simplified)
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Not idempotent!
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--- 
- set_fact: 
    os_instance_name: "os-instance-{{ 9999 | random | to_uuid }}" 
- name: Launch instance {{ os_instance_name }} 
  os_server: 
    name: "{{ os_instance_name }}" 
- name: Associate floating IP 
  os_floating_ip: 
    server: "{{ os_instance_name }}"
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--- 
- set_fact: 
    os_instance_name: "os-instance-{{ 9999 | random | to_uuid }}" 
- name: Launch instance {{ os_instance_name }} 
  os_server: 
    name: "{{ os_instance_name }}" 
- name: Associate floating IP 
  os_floating_ip: 
    server: "{{ os_instance_name }}"

Eager evaluation
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--- 
- set_fact: 
    os_instance_name: "os-instance-{{ 9999 | random | to_uuid }}" 
- name: Launch instance {{ os_instance_name }} 
  os_server: 
    name: "{{ os_instance_name }}" 
- name: Associate floating IP 
  os_floating_ip: 
    server: "{{ os_instance_name }}"

Eager evaluation

Bound to value, 
not expression

High precedenceImperative Spaghetti 
dataflow

Should be used sparingly!

Breaks 
encapsulation

! !
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--- 
# Simplified content of "defaults/main.yml" 
os_instance_name: "os-instance-{{ 9999 | random | to_uuid }}"

--- 
# Simplified content of "tasks/main.yml" 
- name: Launch instance {{ os_instance_name }} 
  os_server: 
    name: "{{ os_instance_name }}" 

- name: Associate floating IP 
  os_floating_ip: 
    server: "{{ os_instance_name }}"

os_instance_name 
v1

os_instance_name 
v2

os_server ORDER

args.serverargs.name

USE USE

DEFDEF

os-instance-{{ 9999 | random | to_uuid }}

{{ os_instance_name }}

os_floating_ip

{{ os_instance_name }}
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--- 
# Simplified content of "defaults/main.yml" 
os_instance_name: "os-instance-{{ 9999 | random | to_uuid }}"

--- 
# Simplified content of "tasks/main.yml" 
- name: Launch instance {{ os_instance_name }} 
  os_server: 
    name: "{{ os_instance_name }}" 

- name: Associate floating IP 
  os_floating_ip: 
    server: "{{ os_instance_name }}"

os_instance_name 
v1

os_instance_name 
v2

os_server ORDER

args.serverargs.name

USE USE

DEFDEF

os-instance-{{ 9999 | random | to_uuid }}

{{ os_instance_name }}

os_floating_ip

{{ os_instance_name }}

Unique variable 
value snapshots
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--- 
# Simplified content of "defaults/main.yml" 
os_instance_name: "os-instance-{{ 9999 | random | to_uuid }}"

--- 
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  os_server: 
    name: "{{ os_instance_name }}" 

- name: Associate floating IP 
  os_floating_ip: 
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os_instance_name 
v1

os_instance_name 
v2

os_server ORDER

args.serverargs.name

USE USE

DEFDEF

os-instance-{{ 9999 | random | to_uuid }}

{{ os_instance_name }}

os_floating_ip

{{ os_instance_name }}

Unique variable 
value snapshots

Not idempotent, so 
different values
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--- 
# Simplified content of "defaults/main.yml" 
os_instance_name: "os-instance-{{ 9999 | random | to_uuid }}"

--- 
# Simplified content of "tasks/main.yml" 
- name: Launch instance {{ os_instance_name }} 
  os_server: 
    name: "{{ os_instance_name }}" 

- name: Associate floating IP 
  os_floating_ip: 
    server: "{{ os_instance_name }}"

os_instance_name 
v1

os_instance_name 
v2

os_server ORDER

args.serverargs.name

USE USE

DEFDEF

os-instance-{{ 9999 | random | to_uuid }}

{{ os_instance_name }}

os_floating_ip

{{ os_instance_name }}

Unique variable 
value snapshots

Not idempotent, so 
different values

We can detect such structures!
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Andromeda: A Dataset of Ansible Galaxy Roles
and Their Evolution
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Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Brussels, Belgium

Abstract—Cloud-native applications increasingly provision in-

frastructure resources programmatically through Infrastructure

as Code (IaC) scripts. These scripts have in turn become the

subject of empirical software engineering research. However,

an often-overlooked part are the software ecosystems that have

grown around the IaC languages. For example, Galaxy is an

ecosystem for the popular Ansible IaC language. Galaxy features

a large number of so-called “roles”, which are reusable collections

of Ansible code akin to libraries for general-purpose languages.

In contrast to, and despite their similarities, such IaC ecosystems

have enjoyed far less attention in the literature than library

ecosystems for general-purpose languages.

In this data showcase paper, we present Andromeda, the first

dataset capturing the Ansible Galaxy ecosystem, its roles, and

their evolution. Andromeda provides structural representations

of more than 125 000 role versions, and upwards of 800 000
concrete changes between such versions extracted from the un-

derlying git repositories. Andromeda aims to provide an extensive

view of the contributor side of the Galaxy ecosystem, which we

hope will stimulate additional research on IaC ecosystems.

Index Terms—Infrastructure as Code; dataset; mining soft-

ware repositories; change distilling; Ansible

I. INTRODUCTION

Managing large-scale digital infrastructures, such as clusters
of cloud instances, is a complicated and time-consuming
task. Fortunately, Infrastructure as Code (IaC) can automate
many of the responsibilities by enabling its users to specify
the various steps in setting up, configuring, and managing
these infrastructures, in domain-specific languages. Ansible is
one such language that has become increasingly popular in
industry over the last few years [1], and has recently caught
the attention of researchers [2]–[4].

In Ansible, an infrastructure developer can specify the steps
necessary to configure the machines in an infrastructure as a
series of tasks. For instance, to set up a cluster of database
servers, a developer could write a series of tasks to install the
necessary packages, create the database tables, and configure
the network interface. Variables can be used to parametrise
these tasks, e.g., to specify the administrator credentials,
network port, etc.

Note that regardless of the actual goal of the infrastructure,
installing database software on a certain platform will follow
roughly the same steps. To enable reuse of the tasks involved
in such a process, Ansible offers its own concept of libraries,
called roles. For example, one could write a role to install and
configure PostgreSQL on Debian and Ubuntu-based platforms.
Another developer could then easily reuse this role in their

own infrastructure definition, and customise the variables to
configure the final installation to their liking.

Such reusable roles, along with other content such as
plugins, are collected and indexed by the Ansible Galaxy
ecosystem1. Here, ecosystem contributors can publish their
open-source roles, allowing ecosystem consumers to easily
find and reuse their efforts. Although Galaxy can be compared
to Maven or npm, the interaction between the ecosystem
clients and the roles differs from what is found with traditional
programming language libraries. For instance, roles do not
offer methods to be called by users. Instead, they are included
into a task list and parametrised with concrete values. As such,
the Galaxy ecosystem is an ecosystem like no other.

Unfortunately, research into this ecosystem, and other IaC
ecosystems, is nascent [5]. To stimulate new research into this
domain, we have collected a dataset of Galaxy’s content. In
this data showcase paper, we present Andromeda, a dataset
consisting of four parts:

• Metadata harvested from Galaxy for over 140K entities
spread across seven entity types;

• Git commit and tag metadata from more than 25K repos-
itories containing roles;

• Structural models for over 125K role versions;
• Distilled changes between structural model versions, to-

talling more than 800K concrete changes categorised into
41 change types.

This dataset represents an extensive snapshot of the ecosystem
contributor side of Ansible Galaxy.

An open version of the dataset is available at https://doi.org/
10.6084/m9.figshare.13664519. In this version of the dataset,
personally identifiable information (PII) is either removed
or obfuscated. We do not provide raw API responses from
Galaxy, or the git repositories themselves, since we cannot
guarantee this data is void of any PII.

II. DATASET DESCRIPTION

The Andromeda dataset consists of four core parts which
are interlinked using cross-references. We provide all of the
data as YAML files, and each part is accompanied by an
index. We discuss each part individually below. For a detailed
description of each attribute in the dataset, we refer to the
documentation provided with the download. An overview of

1https://galaxy.ansible.com

>25.000 roles from 
Ansible Galaxy

1. Unsafe reuse of variables initialised with 
non-idempotent expression 

2. Unsafe reuse of variables whose expression's 
dependencies have changed 

3. Unnecessary usages of set_fact 
4. Potential conflicts due to precedence rules

Work in progress

Dataset Bad practices
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- 179 instances due to non-idempotent expressions 
- 145 instances due to changed dependencies
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- 179 instances due to non-idempotent expressions 
- 145 instances due to changed dependencies

oVirt.local_to_remote_db role (simplified)

- vars: 
    backup_timestamp: "{{ lookup('pipe','date +%Y%m%d%H%M%S') }}" 
  block: 
    - name: backup engine config files 
      copy: remote_src=True src={{ item }} dest={{ item }}.{{ backup_timestamp }} 
      loop: "{{ ovirt_engine_etc_conf_files }}" 
      when: ovirt_engine_to_remote_db 
    - name: backup aaa config files 
      copy: remote_src=True src={{ item }} dest={{ item }}.{{ backup_timestamp }} 
      loop: "{{ ovirt_engine_etc_conf_files_aaa }}" 
      when: ovirt_engine_to_remote_db

Command executed 
multiple times
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19.324 variables defined 
with set_fact

757 necessary usages

18.567 unnecessary usages
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19.324 variables defined 
with set_fact

757 necessary usages

18.567 unnecessary usages

- name: "Fix facts for linuxmint - family" 
  set_fact: 
    ansible_os_family: Debian 
  when: ansible_os_family == "Linuxmint"

dj-wasabi.zabbix-agent role (old version, simplified)

Irreversibly 
overrides built-in 

variable

Possibly affects 
>3.800 other roles

>125.000 potential conflicts
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--- 
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--- 
# defaults/main.yml 
os_instance_name: "os-instance-{{ 9999 | random | to_uuid }}"

RedHatGov.openstack_instance role (simpli!ed)

Not idempotent!

Substitute & Evaluate
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- name: Launch instance os-instance-{{ 9999 | random | to_uuid }} 
  os_server: 
    name: os-instance-{{ 9999 | random | to_uuid }} 

- name: Associate floating IP 
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--- 
# tasks/main.yml 
- name: Launch instance os-instance-b0956601… 
  os_server: 
    name: os-instance-7b59ebee… 

- name: Associate floating IP 
  os_floating_ip: 
    server: os-instance-1ec78283…
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--- 
# Simplified content of "defaults/main.yml" 
os_instance_name: "os-instance-{{ 9999 | random | to_uuid }}"

--- 
# Simplified content of "tasks/main.yml" 
- name: Launch instance {{ os_instance_name }} 
  os_server: 
    name: "{{ os_instance_name }}" 

- name: Associate floating IP 
  os_floating_ip: 
    server: "{{ os_instance_name }}"

os_instance_name 
v1

os_instance_name 
v2

os_server ORDER

args.serverargs.name

USE USE

DEFDEF

os-instance-{{ 9999 | random | to_uuid }}

{{ os_instance_name }}

os_floating_ip

{{ os_instance_name }}
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- 179 instances due to non-idempotent expressions 
- 145 instances due to changed dependencies

Results: Variable Precedence Smells
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19.324 variables de!ned 
with set_fact

757 necessary usages

18.567 unnecessary usages

Future work 
- Unnecessary use of include_vars 
- Unsafe overrides 
- Retrospective analysis 
- Investigate misuses of set_fact 
- More applications of PDGs


